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This review is for the 2005 version. Argentina: a fly fisherman’s paradise which is beyond reach of most anglers Stateside. Francisco Bedechi’s book takes the reader there. The greatest rivers of Argentina are photographed and written up - from the North, Central, and South Regions. More than 20 rivers are reviewed - the Quillen, Alumine, Collon Cura, Traful, Limay, Chubut, and Gallegos are but a few. Each river has a 2 page summary from the locals describing the river from a local written in Spanish and English. This book is not a guide to the region but a celebration of the area. The author has taken beautiful photographs of the regions printed on high quality paper. It is a difficult book to locate but well worth the price. It is a shame that Mr Bedeschi’s works are not more easily obtained in the States since he is such a talented photographer and every fly fisherman romanticizes about exploring Argentina and Chile (another book of his which I recommend). Grab these up while they are still available. You will not regret it.